
WRITE A REPORT FOR A UNIVERSITY LECTURER DESCRIBING THE

INFORMATION IN THE TWO GRAPHS BELOW

IELTS Academic Writing Task 1/ Graph Writing - Pie Charts:Â» You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. The
pie charts below show information on the highest level of education of women in Someland in Write a report for a
university lecturer describing the information in the two graphs below.

Similarly, female post graduates, which was about 20 percent in was a significant improvement. Women, who
completed their third-grade, sixth-grade and ninth-grade education, were about 35, 15 and 10 percent
respectively in  Reply Phuong Anh 3 years 3 months The provided pie charts compare the education levels of
women in Someland between and  Summarise the information by selecting and reporting the main features
and make comparisons where relevant. In conclusion, there was a increase in the demand for hamburgers and
sea food, whereas there was a significant fall in the popularity of pizza. It is immediately apparent that in the
most popular food was pizza. All women in went to schools and this was a great advancement in women
education sector in Someland. The illustration is segregated into different segments - no schooling, third
grade, years 6, years 9, year 12, first degree and post graduation. While, after 50 years minimum education
level among those women improved to 9th grade. In summary, female education in Someland progressed
considerably in 50 years period. The study involves females in Someland in and in  Turning to the higher
education scenario, from grade 12 and above, the ratio of women skyrocketed. Write a report for a university
lecturer describing the information shown below. However, brought milestones for the rest of the education
levels among women. Reply Rama Krishna 4 years 7 months The supplied pie chart compares the topmost
education levels of women in Someland during and  Write at least words. The striking feature of the graph is
the demand for fish chips. Furthermore, hamburgers were the least popular food in with the total demand of 15
grams, which increased gradually till  In the literacy rate for women in Someland varied. Cavid Isgenderli 2
years 8 months The provided pie charts compare data on the highest education rates among female of
Someland between and  A remarkable progress in female education happened in the course of 50 years.
Whereas these were no first-degree holders in  Reply I consent to this website collecting my details through
this form. To summarise, women in Someland made a remarkable progress in their schooling and education
level in than that of 50 years ago. However, this trend had changed remarkably and in , no woman in
Someland was left out of the school. The graph below shows the popularity of different fast foods in Britain
and the trends in their consumption. All aspects of cohesion are taken care of well. The demand for pizza
started from grams followed by a spectacular fall of grams in  The graph shows the changes in the demand for
hamburgers, fish chips and pizza from to  A wide range of grammatical structures are used. But turning to ,
women education in Someland significantly improved. Finally, women who completed their first degree
generated half of the total women in Someland.


